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Have you ever thought that you are able to immediately present your shareware on more than 1000
download sites and directories? Is this just a legend? No, you can. Now let me show you the
solution.

Why PAD?

PAD (Portable Application Description) is a standardized XML extension for uploading all the details
on your own products to the various download sites and directories. And all the details include
system requirements, price, contact information, file names, download URLs and more.

Obviously, PAD file is a simple method that enables website owners and program librarians to
enhance the efficiency of the submission processing and the listing generation.

As what I have written before, a PAD file allows you to definitely store all of the descriptions and
specifications in a single place, which definitely save your money and time. Besides, an excellent
factor about PAD files is that they are very easy to produce! A PAD generator will help you create
and modify PAD files easily.

How to immediately present your Products Online?

No wonder PAD files have become more and more popular now. After created a PAD, then it is how
to submit this PAD to the sites, manually or automatically? Think there are numerous download
sites, directories or targeted resources. So is manual submission efficient? Certainly the answer is
no. Now lots of people would choose automatic submission. There is no need to worry about
submission failures just because you do not know the submission rules of a certain download site.
Also you will no more worry about your time and energy.

The single best submission software, PAD Submit Worker, is being used by tens of thousands of
the Internet vendors to submit PAD file everywhere automatically. PAD Submit Worker helps
shareware authors to easily submit PAD to all major download sites, directories, and other targeted
resources as fast as possible. Here are some main features of PAD Submit Worker:

Automatically submit PAD file to more than 1000 sites. Nothing you should do, only to see the
results.

Daily updated database source. Make sure automatically update the database to be the newest.

Easy to operate and time-saving

Submit a completion report as soon as it completes the task.

Manage well of your accounts and passwords for download sites

Software submission on an endless various PAD URLs

Vastly increase traffic of your site and improve its ranking on search engines
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Re-submit software to the last unsuccessful shareware sites
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Now a submission software has become the best way to a submit PAD file to numerous sites as it
will save time and improve efficiency. Then  try a PAD generator! Big surprise!
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